PACK

Your step-by-step guide to organising a Sleep Out Event

Thank you for agreeing to organise a sponsored sleepout in aid
of CHESS Homeless. By taking part in this event it means your
group will get a sense of what it’s like for those who have no
choice but to sleep rough every day of the week.
Homelessness can happen to anyone, at any time, and for a variety
of reasons. It is a lonely and frightening experience. At CHESS we
believe that everyone should be given a second chance and a safe
and stable home.
This pack should give you all the tips, guidance and advice you
need to organise a successful and meaningful experience for you
and your participants. It should also be fun! Remember we are
here to help in the run-up to your sleepout so don’t hesitate to get
in touch with any questions.
Thanks again for choosing to support CHESS Homeless.
Good Luck!

Our details:
CHESS Homeless
200 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 9AB
T: 01245 281104 (Opt 2) | E: fundraising@chesshomeless.org | W: www.chesshomeless.org

@chesshomeless

@chesshomeless

@chesshomeless

Registered Office 200 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 9AB.
Registered Charity Number 1093901 and Company Number 4407742.

Why Support CHESS Homeless?
CHESS Homeless is a small charity who supports vulnerable single
adults in Chelmsford and Essex who, for a variety of diﬀerent reasons,
ﬁnd themselves homeless.
With our dedicated staﬀ, volunteers and trustees we oﬀer a step
by step provision that helps people regain control of their lives and
where possible move people on to independent living.
The ﬁrst step to independence is to access The Hub – our Night
Shelter. Here we can support up to 9 single homeless adults, providing
them with a roof over their head, food, hygiene, laundry facilities
and one to one support, training and counselling.
Following on from The Hub, we have The Annex. Here individuals
receive their ﬁrst key to becoming independent. They continue to
work with their support worker on our programme and if needed,
they are sign-posted to outside agencies.
The next step for individuals after The Annex, is to move into one
of our move-on properties. This accommodation is when service
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guide to organising

users are engaged, more settled and beginning to turn their life
around either actively working, seeking employment or back into
further education.

•

are many contributing factors as to why this may happen. CHESS
believes that everyone deserves a second chance and it is only
through the support of generous individuals, organisations, trusts
& grants and groups in the local community that we can continue
to provide the service we do.
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How could your Sleep Out change the lives of those
who ﬁnd themselves homeless in Essex?

£5

Could go towards hot meals and drinks

£10

Could go towards Welfare and Counselling to help
individuals move on positively

£20

Could go towards a bed for one night at our
night shelter

Case Study
Without the help of CHESS Homeless I wouldn’t be
where I am today. I worked closely with my support
worker who has been an immense help to me,
even during those moments when I’ve probably
frustrated her! However, the rest of the staﬀ
are also people I admire and respect. I know
if I have a problem or issue they’ll give me
the advice and help I need. I’ve learnt that
provided you engage and are willing to
help yourself then the help will always be
there and there is the opportunity to move
forward in life. CHESS made this possible for
me and I thank each and everyone one of the
staﬀ. I’d like nothing more than to come back
to see everyone one day and show how far I’ve
progressed, in part thanks to the help I received
from them.

Amy
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Choosing a Venue

•

CHOOSE A VENUE: When choosing a venue, if it is not on your
own premises, you will need to get the relevant permission.

!

If you are planning to hold the Sleep Out in a Public space,
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you may want to contact the Police and your local council to
make them aware of your plans.

•

TOILETS: Does your venue have access to toilets throughout

•

BACK UP LOCATION: Is there a possible safe and dry area that

•

FACILITIES: Will you be wanting to provide food, hot drinks or

the night?
you can vacate to in the case of bad weather?
snacks in the morning/throughout the night? If so, does your
venue have the facilities to do this?

•

INSURANCE: It is the responsibility of whoever organises the
event to ensure all taking part are covered by the appropriate
insurance.

Health & Safety

•

RISK ASSESSMENT: You will need to carry out a full risk assessment

•

QUALIFIED FIRST AIDER: You will need a qualiﬁed ﬁrst aider

•

REGISTER: Ensure you have a list of all participants who have

including emergency procedures in the case of an emergency.
who will be available and present throughout the entire event.
registered for the event and who are present. You will need an
emergency contact and number for each participant.

•

RUBBISH: Ensure you take all rubbish and belongings with you
when you clear and vacate the premises in the morning.
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Be Prepared! You will need:

•

CARDBOARD: Encourage participants to start collecting
large cardboard boxes to use to sleep on in advance of the
Sleep Out.

•

Each participant will need:
Warm clothing and waterproofs – lots of layers!
Hat and gloves
Sleeping bag
Blankets
Possibly roll mat/cardboard to sleep on
Suitable footwear for the weather conditions

•

Participants may want to bring (optional):
Torch
Pack of cards/games for entertainment
Snacks

Raise awareness about your event!

•

SOCAL MEDIA: If your group have a facebook page or group
Instagram or Twitter, post about your Sleep Out and ask people
to share the page. Make sure, if you are using Wonderful, to
share the link to the page on any posts.

•

CHESS TALK: Hold an evening to raise awareness amongst
parents or a group of individuals. A member of CHESS can come
and deliver a talk on the work of the charity to encourage
sponsorship.

•

V.I.P. GUEST: Is there anybody you could invite along to help
raise awareness and support of your event? Perhaps a local MP
or even a local celebrity!
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Online Sponsorship
Why use Wonderful?

•

Wonderful is a fantastic way to get your sponsors to sponsor your
Sleep Out online.

•

Wonderful provides a secure, easy-to-use way for millions of
people to raise money for the charity of their choice.

•

Wonderful is a secure, not-for-proﬁt donation platform. Registering
to use Wonderful is free and takes just a few minutes.

•

Using Wonderful ensures that the money that donors give is paid
directly to CHESS. Wonderful even collects the gift aid for the
charity to maximise the funds we receive.

How do I use Wonderful?
1. Go to Wonderful.org and on the Home Page under Start
Fundraising, select Create a Fundraising Page.
2. Enter the details as requested on the Create a Fundraising Page.
3. Your fundraising page should now be completed and you can
customise your page with an image and description of what you
are raising money for. (You can find information to help with
this on our webpages at www.chesshomeless.org)
4. You can now begin fundraising as soon as you like, and use the
link to your page in your communications with people.

Our 3 top tips to boost your sponsorship!

•

Contact all potential supporters of your group. This may be
better via email. Let them know what the group are doing and
share the link to the Wonderful page or inform how they can
sponsor otherwise

•

Share your Wonderful page link on any social media platforms
you have. Keep giving regular updates to maintain interest!

•

Inspire people to give. Tell them the story behind why your
group of young people want to support CHESS Homeless. Why
will this make a diﬀerence in our local community? What does
the group hope to gain by taking part?

Once the Sleep Out is complete…

•
•

Post lots of pictures of the event and the achievements.
Keep encouraging participants to get sponsorship even after the
event.

•

Leave your Wonderful page open for at least 2 weeks after the
event to allow for last minute contributions.

•

Finally UPDATE and THANK all who gave to the cause and
remind them of the diﬀerence they have made to lives of the
Homeless.

•

Send any oﬀ line sponsorship and forms to CHESS Homeless,
200 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM9 2AB. Please
send a covering letter telling us about your event, Name of
Group and where to send a thank you letter. Please do not send
cash in the post.
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Sleep Out Consent Form
Child’s name:
Address:

Name of emergency contact:
Telephone number of emergency contact:

Medical conditions and treatment required

Known allergies

I give permission for my son/daughter to attend the Sleep-out. I undertake to inform
the Sleep-out Committee or group leader if the young person named above or any
member of their family, or other person with whom they have had close contact,
is known to have or contracts any infectious disease. If, during the course of the sleepout, it becomes necessary for the young person named above to receive emergency
medical treatment, including the use of anaesthetics, and I cannot be contacted,
I authorise ______________________________________________________________________________
to sign the documentation required by the medical authorities.

Signature of parent/guardian
Name (please print)

Date

An example letter to send to parents/guardians. To be amended as necessary.

Dear Parents/Guardians,
RE: [Name of Group] Sleep Out
This year [name of group] is organising our own “Sleep Out” event in aid of CHESS
Homeless. We intend on holding our Sleep Out on [insert date] at [insert location]. We
would really like to encourage as many of our young people as possible to take part by
getting sponsorship to sleep out under the stars for the night.
This event will give our young people the experience of what it is like to sleep out rough
for one night in the cold and not have a bed to sleep in, or a roof over their heads.
Sleeping out can be an everyday experience for some people, sometimes through no
fault of their own they end up being homeless and living on the streets. Sleeping out will
help educate our young people on what it might be like for a homeless person.
CHESS is a small charity based in Chelmsford that supports homeless single adults from
Chelmsford and throughout Essex. They provide a 9 bedroomed Night Shelter which
provides a safe environment, individual bedrooms, hygiene/laundry facilities, home
cooked meals and drinks to those individuals who sometimes, through no fault of their
own, ﬁnd themselves homeless and end up on the streets prior to going to CHESS.
Residents are provided with support workers who work with the person to identify
causes of homelessness and address any problems. A professional counselling service
and agency signposting is also provided, along with shared ‘move on’ accommodation
where residents can progress; gaining independent living.
For homeless people, not having access to every day essentials and services makes it
diﬃcult for them to sustain relationships, employment and be part of society.
We are asking that our young people who participate in the Sleep Out to gain sponsorship from family and friends and thus raise money for CHESS Homeless, so that they can
continue to do the vital work they are doing in supporting the homeless.
We really appreciate your support and know that CHESS will be truly grateful for the
funds they receive.
Kind regards,
[Insert name of organiser.]

Possible Sleep Out Activities
Activity 1: In pairs, participants are given a dismantled cardboard box, a bin liner and 3 sheets of newspaper.
In 8 minutes, the participants must create a shelter for the night
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that is as waterproof/windproof as possible. Once time is up, a
leader comes round to test the ‘shelters’. One of the participants
gets into the shelter, and the leader with a water spray then tests
the water-prooﬁng of the shelter. This can be a competition between participants with a shelter being named the winner.
The idea behind this game is to show the children the reality of what
some rough sleepers face each night. It is to develop empathy and
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place them in the situation of thinking about the best possible methods
of keeping warm and dry.

Activity 2: You will need a variety of diﬀerent types of winter clothing;
a hat, scarf, gloves and coat. You will also need a large bar of
chocolate, a plate and a knife and fork.
Participants sit in a circle together. Using a large dice, participants
take it in turns rolling the dice. Whoever rolls a six, must dress
themselves in all of the winter gear and then try and cut pieces of
chocolate with the cutlery, feeding themselves any chocolate they
successfully cut. The aim of the game is to eat as much chocolate
as possible before another person rolls a six.
The idea behind this game is to teach the children in a fun way that
although it may seem that life is going well and we are ‘rolling all sixes’
and heading for good things (the chocolate!), circumstances can
very quickly change out of our control and sometimes this can feel
very unfair.
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Possible Sleep Out Activities Continued
Activity 3: This game involves pairing up. Each pair should sit
back-to-back so they cannot see each other. You will need a list of
objects and a note pad and pencil per pair.
Give one member a picture, object or a scene. They must then
describe this to their partner without using words that are too
obvious (for example, the picture may be of a chicken but the
person is not allowed to use the word "chicken, bird, hen", etc. The
partner of the person describing, then must draw the picture/
object/scene being described to the best of their knowledge.
You can either give everyone the same picture or have a few diﬀerent
options. Depending on the picture, you will need to allow 10-15
minutes. Once time is up, share the pictures - you will ﬁnd there
are some very funny interpretations!
To make it harder (depending on age group): Sit in a circle and
rotate people mid-drawing (so individuals must complete someone else's picture)
The idea behind this game is to show the importance of communication.
Often, a lack of communication can cause relationship breakdowns,
situations to worsen and individuals to become homeless. Communication
is a key skill to getting one’s life back on track and making a journey
towards change.
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Possible Sleep Out Activities Continued
Activity 4: This game involves getting into teams of at least 7-10.
You will need 2 buckets and a beaker for each team. One bucket
will need to be ﬁlled with water.
Teams stand in single ﬁle in front of a bucket full of water. They
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have an empty bucket behind them. The ﬁrst player must run to
the full bucket and carry a beaker of water back to his team. The
beaker is then passed over the heads of the team to the back, so
that the water can be put into the empty bucket! The person at the
back of the line runs to the front of the line to the start the race
again. This is one of those races which often leads to a drenching
for all concerned! The race can either end when the bucket gets
ﬁlled up to a certain level, or when the time runs out.
The idea behind this game is to promote the importance of team work
and insuring you have a strong network of people around you. When
networks fail, situations can very quickly spiral out of control. We all
need some form of team support.

Activity 5: This game will involve having two ‘bases’, base A and
base B. You will need various obstacles to place between base A
and base B e.g. odd chairs, buckets, logs etc. The children will be
in pairs. Each pair will need a blindfold.
Each base must be a good distance away from the next base (you
can vary the distance depending on age group). In between the
bases, there will be obstacles placed. These might be odd chairs,
or logs, or buckets etc. One of the pair will be blind folded and the
other partner must stand at the end of the line and shout directions
to them to get them safely from base A to base B.
The idea behind this game is not only trust in your partner, but the
importance of having clear direction. CHESS works with individuals
who feel their lives have lost direction and works with them to establish
a clearer sense of direction and a path they can follow to help them to
regain independence.
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